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The Cell processor has been devel-
oped through the partnership of three com-
panies: SONY Computer Entertainment,
Toshiba, and IBM. The high-level design
phase started from the late fall of the year
2000. The design team spent most of the year
2001 designing a test chip as a design concept
verification vehicle. After completing the test
chip design, the product development start-
ed. The objective of the project is to develop
a processor design highly tuned for media pro-
cessing and the expected demands for more
complex and larger data handling. The pos-
sible applications of such a processor may
include image processing for high definition
TV, image processing for medical usages, high
performance computing, and gaming. These
are just a few of the possibilities. The lists of
possible applications may be close to endless.

The Cell processor is tailored for media pro-

cessing yet is flexible enough to be a general-
purpose microprocessor that supports high-
level-language programming.1 Figure 1 shows
a die photo of the Cell processor. It contains a
64-bit power core and eight Synergistic Proces-
sor Elements (SPEs). The SPE implements a
brand new architecture.2-3 This article describes
the low-power design of the dual-issue, 32-bit,
4-way SIMD SPE.

We designed the SPE with a target 11 fan-
out of 4 (FO4) cycle time, allowing high-
frequency operation. As Figure 2 shows, the
SPE has two clock domains: one with an 11
FO4 cycle time and the other with a 22 FO4
cycle time. We implemented the SPE main-
ly using custom design, especially in the
high-frequency domain. The SPE contains
256 Kbytes of dedicated local store memo-
ry (four 64-Kbyte SRAM arrays4). The 128-
bit, 128-entry general-purpose register file,
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with six read ports and two write ports, is
implemented as two 64-bit, 128-entry
macros, four 32-bit fixed-point units,5 four
single-precision floating-point units,6 and

one double-precision floating-point unit.
Figure 3 illustrates the SPE and memory

flow control (SMF) floorplans. The SMF
operates at half the SPE’s frequency. The SPE
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Figure 1. Die photo of the Cell processor.
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Figure 2. Timing diagram of the 11 FO4/22 FO4 SPE design.
Figure 3. Die photo of the synergistic processing element
(SPE).



design contains roughly 20.9 million transis-
tors. The SPE chip area including the SMF is
14.8 square mm (2.54 mm × 5.81 mm), fab-
ricated in 90-nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
technology in a 300-mm line. The technolo-
gy offers 46-nm Lpoly, 1.05-nm Tox for dig-
ital circuits, 2.2-nm Tox for analog and I/O
circuits, dual-threshold voltages, 1.0-V nom-
inal supply voltage, eight levels of copper lay-
ers plus one local interconnect, and low-k
dielectric. The SPE implements extensive fine-
grained clock gating to ensure that only nec-
essary logic is activated. In paths with enough
timing slack, we changed transistors from reg-
ular to high-threshold-voltage devices. We
used full CMOS static gates and transmission
gates to implement most of the logic. For tim-
ing-critical areas, occupying 19 percent of the
SPE’s non-SRAM area, we used dynamic cir-
cuits selectively.

We have tested the SPE at various tempera-

tures, supply voltages, and operating frequen-
cies and have observed correct operation of up
to 5.6 GHz at a 1.4 V supply and 56° C. The
SPE’s measured power consumption is in the
range of 1 W to 11 W, depending on operating
clock frequency, temperature, and workload.

Triple design constraints
Because the Cell contains eight copies of

the SPE, optimization of the SPE’s power and
area is critical to the overall chip design. We
made a conscious effort to reduce SPE area
and power while meeting the 11 FO4 cycle
time performance objectives. We optimized
the design to balance the three constraints of
power, area, and performance, considering
many tradeoffs to achieve the overall best
results. We particularly considered five items
for reducing power consumption: appropri-
ate latch selection, a fine-grained clock-gating
scheme, a multiclock-domain design, use of
dual-threshold voltage, and selective use of
dynamic circuits.

Latch selection
As Figure 2 shows, the available time for

implementing logic in the 11 FO4 design is 8
to 9 FO4. The remaining cycle time is con-
sumed by latch insertion delays. We used sev-
eral latch types with various insertion delays.1

We selected latch types by trading off among
the triple constraints in a particular area.

Figure 4 shows the SPE’s main workhorse
latches, which are transmission gates com-
bining level 1 and level 2 latches. They come
in two varieties: scannable and nonscannable.
Each has several power levels. We use these
latches throughout the SPE. The second latch
type is the pulsed clock latch, which is basi-
cally nonscannable. It has a small insertion
delay and a small area with relatively low
power consumption, and we use it in the most
timing- and area-critical locations.

The third type is the dynamic multiplexer
latch, shown in Figure 5. This latch is
scannable and has multiplexing widths from
4 to 10, including a scan port. When “sel_b”
in Figure 5 is asserted, the corresponding data
is selected and latched in the cross-coupled
NAND. In addition to multiplexing capabil-
ity, it has a small insertion delay. We use it in
locations where timing is critical and the
microarchitecture requires multiplexing. A
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typical use of this type of latch is the SPE’s
dataflow operand latches. The dynamic mul-
tiplexer latch includes a static OR or and-or-
invert (AOI) gate as a data input gate. In
dataflow operand latches, data signals travel
long distances over very active dataflow
regions. The inclusion of a static gate helps to
increase noise immunity.

The fourth type of latch is a dynamic pro-
grammable-logic-array latch.3 This is a
scannable latch used mainly to generate con-
trol signals, especially clock-gating signals. The
last two types of latches consume slightly high-
er power, but they can complete complex tasks
with a given insertion delay. Without using the
last two latch types, we couldn’t have realized
the SPE’s pipeline stages with the 90nm SOI
technology. This is an example of a tradeoff
among the triple constraints. We made every
effort to use the transmission gate latches or
low-power pulsed-clock latches and used the
other tw o types only when absolutely neces-
sary. This is the main contributor to the SPE’s
power-conscious design.

Fine-grained clock gating
Clock gating is an effective method of

reducing active power.7,8 We used it exten-
sively in the SPE design. Figure 6 shows the
design of the local clock buffer, which sup-
plies a local clock signal to a bank of latches,
resulting in a fine-grained clock-gating
scheme. The LCB fires a local clock when the
test hold signal (testhold_b) is not asserted
and either scan enable (scan) or clock activa-
tion (clockgate_b) is asserted. If that condi-
tion is met, the global mesh clock is
propagated through the circuitry and buffered
to drive a bank of latches. The LCB’s feedback
behaves as a latch to keep the LCB in the same
state until the condition changes.

The LCB version shown in Figure 6 drives
scannable transmission gate latches (Figure 4).
It generates d1clk for the data port (second
half-cycle clock), d2clk for the scan port (sec-
ond half-cycle clock), and lclk for the level 2
latch (first half-cycle clock). The base block
design is common for LCBs that drive all four
latch types. The LCB’s driver sections vary
according to the requirements of downstream
latches. We minimized the setup time for an
LCB activation signal (clockgate_b) so that
the activation signal is generated within one

cycle before the gated cycle. This leads to
using the fewest registers necessary for gener-
ation of LCB activation signals and the least
AC power for clock-gating control logic. Fig-
ure 7 shows the clock-gating control genera-
tion timing diagram.

In our SPE microarchitecture implemen-
tation, the registers are normally turned off
and are turned on only when necessary
through the fine-grained clock-gating
scheme. In other words, the SPE activates
only necessary pipeline stages. Figure 8 is the
SPE pipeline diagram, showing how flush
and fetch interact with other instruction pro-
cessing.2 The activated stages ripple to the
next stages as the pipeline proceeds. The SPE
design is capable of dual issue. Its load/store,
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permute, 2-cycle latency fixed-point, 3-cycle
latency fixed-point, byte, and single-preci-
sion floating-point operations are fully
pipelined. Thus, two corresponding pipe
stages in parallel execution units can be active
in a given cycle.

By carefully planning in the early design
phases, we consciously implemented effective
clock gating in the SPE microarchitecture. In
fact, clock gating is so tightly integrated in the
microarchitecture that it is part of the SPE’s
functionality and therefore can be fully verified
through simulation. We have developed  a suite
of in-house tools for simulating cycle-accurate
active power consumption. The power simu-
lation tools work in two steps. First, they sim-
ulate a functional block under active power for
one clock cycle and tabulate the results for dif-
ferent percentages of clock and data pattern
activation. Second, using the active power
results and the SPE RTL model, they simulate
the SPE’s active power consumption for each
cycle. The tools feed simulation results back to
the SPE design team for further active power
optimization. We have achieved a 50 percent

active power reduction for a given workload
through this design process.

Multiple clock frequency domains
A high-frequency design increases the per-

formance of the SPE execution units, but it
incurs some penalties, including higher clock
power, higher percentage of latch insertion
delay in a clock cycle (Figure 2), and a short-
er distance that a signal can travel in a clock
cycle. The SPE has several units that require
high frequency designs for better perfor-
mance, and it also has units whose perfor-
mance does not depend solely on operating
frequency. After careful study, we decided to
operate the memory flow control block (SMF)
at half the frequency of the SPE core units.
The 11 FO4 clock domain includes the fol-
lowing functional blocks:

• register file (128 entries, 128 bits, 6 read
and 2 write), 

• fixed-point unit,
• floating-point unit,
• data forwarding,
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• load/store,
• main memory (4 × 64-kbyte local store),
• branch,
• instruction issue control, and
• main control.

The 22 FO4 clock domain includes the
direct memory access unit and the bus control.

Figure 9 shows the location of the two clock
domains. Ideally, two clocks with different
frequencies can be distributed to reduce high-
frequency clock power. In our implementation,
however, we distributed one high-frequency
clock to both domains, and a secondary clock-
like signal activates the SMF blocks every other
cycle. This avoids physical implementation dif-
ficulties caused by the expected asynchrony at
the boundary between the SPE core and the
SMF. Operating the SMF at half frequency lets
us escape the latch insertion delay and travel
distance penalties so that a higher percentage
of a clock cycle can be dedicated to logic and
signal distribution. As a result, a higher per-
centage of SMF paths become noncritical,
allowing the SMF circuits to use smaller tran-
sistors and, in some cases, high-threshold-volt-
age transistors. Thus, we optimized the SMF
design for both area and power and optimized
the SPE overall design without sacrificing SPE
core performance.

Dual-threshold-voltage devices
As technologies advance to deep-submicron

regions, leakage has become a significant por-
tion of processors’ power consumption. Neither
the clock-gating scheme nor the two clock
domains can reduce DC power consumption.
An obvious approach to reducing DC power is
to use high-threshold-voltage transistors. The
penalty, of course, is their slower switching time.
Thus, we couldn’t use high-threshold-voltage
transistors everywhere in the SPE, at least not
with the 90nm SOI technology. Instead, where
there was enough timing slack after optimizing
path delays, we changed the type of transistors
in the paths from regular- to high-threshold-
voltage devices. We did this extensively for syn-
thesized logic. As explained previously, having
two clock domains makes some SMF paths less
critical. We replaced the transistors in these
paths with high-threshold-voltage devices.

Table 1 lists the numbers of different tran-
sistor types in the SPE, excluding analog

devices. High-threshold-voltage devices are
used roughly 11 percent in the 22 FO4
domain and 0.2 percent in the 11 FO4
domain. Overall, 2.9 percent of non-SRAM
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Table 1. Multiple-VT devices used in

the SPE (HVT: high-threshold-voltage).

Device type Device count

NMOS 2,962,365
NMOS HVT 93,751
PMOS 2,810,167
PMOS HVT 76,464
NMOS SRAM 9,991,744
PMOS SRAM 4,992,896
Total 20,927,387

Figure 9. SPE’s two clock domains.



transistors in the SPE are high-threshold-
voltage devices.

Selective use of dynamic circuits
Static circuits are predominant in proces-

sor designs. Because they have clear advan-
tages over their dynamic counterparts, static
circuits are widely used in the industry. Their
advantages include

• design ease,
• low switching factor,
• tool compatibility, and
• technology independence.

On the other hand, the advantages of
dynamic circuits include

• faster speed due to lower node capaci-
tance at dynamic nodes,9

• larger gain by inverters after dynamic
nodes,

• microarchitectural efficiency through
combining multiple stages into fewer
stages, and

• smaller area.

Because dynamic circuits generally require
a clocklike signal that toggles every cycle, a
dynamic implementation tends to consume
more AC power than an equivalent static
implementation. It also tends to require both
true and complementary signals, naturally
resulting in higher AC power. However, a sta-
tic implementation tends to hit a speed wall
earlier than a dynamic implementation.

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the power-

speed curves of two implementations of a 
carry-generation circuit. For the static imple-
mentation, the normalized active power con-
sumption is plotted as a function of the
normalized delay of data from the input to the
output of the gate. For the dynamic imple-
mentation, the normalized active power con-
sumption is plotted as a function of the
normalized delay from clock arriving at the gate
to the output appears. For both cases, the load-
ing at the output is increased towards the left
and therefore the device sizes of gates are
increased to have more drive capability. When
the target speed is not aggressive, the static
implementation clearly uses less power than the
dynamic implementation. However, when the
target speed becomes more aggressive, the stat-
ic implementation seems to hit a speed wall.
The transistors in static circuits become too
large and no longer effective. When the speed
target is higher than the speed wall, the static
implementation consumes more AC power
than the equivalent dynamic approach. To real-
ize a high-frequency design, identifying the
speed wall for each macro is critical. At the same
time, each circuitry implementation can have
different requirements such as area, aspect ratio,
porosity, power consumption, noise immuni-
ty, and delay. Selecting an appropriate imple-
mentation that best satisfies all requirements is
essential to a successful processor design.

Our SPE design philosophy was to imple-
ment logic in static circuits including full
CMOS and transmission gates as much as pos-
sible. We considered alternatives only when sta-
tic implementations did not meet our initial
objectives. For example, we first designed a gen-
eral-purpose register file using static and tris-
tate circuits.3 After the static design failed to
achieve speed and area objectives, we consid-
ered and finally chose a dynamic circuit
approach. Another example is the forward
macro in the SPE data flow.3 It is basically a
wide (16-way) multiplexer with memory ele-
ments, and its read path is replicated six times
to have six ports. In other words, it is a com-
plex, 16-entry, six-read-port register file with
internal shift capability. Again, we first designed
it using static and tristate circuits. However, the
static implementation didn’t meet speed,
power, area, and porosity objectives, so we
chose a dynamic implementation similar to
that of the general-purpose register file.
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A third example is an opposite case. The
SPE dependency check macro calculates
dependencies among instructions in the SPE
pipeline.3 It requires a combination of com-
plex calculations such as bit-by-bit EXOR, a
wide OR, and a wide AND. The early phase
cross-sectional simulations showed a static
implementation might not satisfy the speed
goal, so we designed a dynamic implementa-
tion. However, this macro’s location is in the
SPE’s main control, and its area and porosity
requirements are not as demanding as those
of dataflow macros such as the general-pur-
pose register file and the forward. Therefore,
we successfully converted the design to a sta-
tic circuit meeting all the objectives.

We used dynamic circuits only where
absolutely necessary. All the dynamic circuits
have static interfaces, ensuring that no dynam-
ic signal crosses a macro boundary and mini-
mizing downstream logic’s switching factors.
Roughly, dynamic circuits occupy 19 percent
of non-SRAM area in the SPE and include the
following macros:

• dataflow forwarding,
• multiport register file,
• floating-point unit result multiplexer,
• dynamic programmable logic array 

(control),
• multiplexer latch, and
• instruction line buffer.

SPE hardware measurements
We have rigorously tested the SPE and

observed it correctly performing operations
for complicated workloads such as 3D picture

rendering. The fastest operation ran at 5.6
GHz with a 1.4 V supply at 56° C under lab-
oratory conditions. We expect products using
the Cell processor to trade operating fre-
quency for low-voltage operation and signif-
icantly reduced power.

Figure 11 shows the voltage frequency
shmoo plot and power characteristics of the
SPE. The measured temperature and power
are listed for each point of the plot. An on-chip
thermal sensor measured temperature. We
measured power at a supply by subtracting the
power of one SPE activated from that of two
SPEs activated at the same time. Thus, the
power number includes only active power and
excludes power consumed by global clock dis-
tribution and leakage. The global clock mesh’s
measured power is 1.3 W per SPE at a 1.2-V
supply and 2.0-GHz clock frequency. The SPE
measured DC power at a 1.2-V supply and
39°C is 1.7 W. The power measurements
reflect a single SPE running a single-precision,
floating-point, computation-intensive light-
ing and transformation workload using a 16-
kbyte portion of local store memory.

The Cell architecture is compatible with the
64b Power architecture so that applications can
be built on the Power investments. It can be
considered as a non-homogenous coherent chip
multi-processor. High design frequency has
been achieved through highly optimized imple-
mentation. Its streaming DMA architecture
helps to enhance memory effectiveness of a
processor. We believe that we have contributed
to the definition of the Cell architecture, espe-
cially at the early design phase by feeding back
the feasibility of high speed processor design,
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high speed memory design, and effective mod-
ular design method. The SPE design has been
achieved only through a close communication
between the logic and the physical design teams.
We have kept pushing the envelope of all the
design aspects to achieve power efficient, com-
pact, and high speed Synergistic Processor Ele-
ment design.  MICRO
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